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As a reflective display technology, electrowetting displays (EWDs) have the advantages of
paper-like display, low power consumption, fast response, and full color, but the aperture
ratio of EWDs is seriously affected by oil dispersion and charge trapping. In order to
improve the aperture ratio and optimize the display performance of EWDs, a combined
pulse driving waveform with rising gradient design was proposed. First, an initial driving
voltage was established by the threshold voltage of oil film rupture (Vth). And then, a rising
gradient was designed to prevent oil from dispersing. At last, the oil splitting andmovement
were controlled to achieve the target aperture combined with the pulse waveform.
Experimental results showed that the oil dispersion of EWDs can be effectively
improved by using the proposed driving waveform, the aperture ratio of EWDs was
increased by 3.16%, and the stability was increased by 71.43%.

Keywords: electrowetting display, driving waveform, aperture ratio, charge trapping, threshold voltage, oil
dispersion

INTRODUCTION

Electrowetting displays (EWDs) are a kind of reflective display technology with the ability of video-
speed display applications; its fluidic pixels can respond and switch quickly by controlling electronic
[1]. And it shows excellent electro-optic characteristics like low operating voltage, thinness, fast
response, wide viewing angle, and low power consumption [2, 3]. EWD makes up the performance
bottlenecks in full-color display and real-time dynamic video display [4–8]; it is known to be one of
the most attractive emerging display technologies [15].

The concept of EWD was first proposed by Beni and Hackwood in 1981 [9]. In addition, Hayes
developed a new type of the EWD schemewhichwas based on the principle ofmicrofluidicmotion at low
driving voltages in 2003 [10]. To achieve fast response EWDs with an accurate multiple gray-level
performance for video applications [11], it is necessary to solve the influence of hysteresis effect, charge
trapping, and oil splitting in EWDs [12]. The driving waveform controls the motion state of the oil and
affects the gray-scale display of EWDs [13]. By changing the applied voltage to control the aperture ratio
of EWDs, multiple gray-scale displays can be realized [14]. Amplitude modulation (AM) and pulse width
modulation (PWM) are the two main methods to obtain gray scales [15, 16]. But the hysteresis effect is
obvious if using AM to drive EWDs. Although the hysteresis of the PWM driving method is much
smaller, the gray scales and the frame update rate are limited. Therefore, an amplitude–frequency mixed
modulation driving system was proposed to improve the response speed and oil stability when the gray
scale was displayed [17]. Also, a driving waveform based on overdriving voltages was proposed to shorten
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the response time of EWDs [18]. Moreover, a decoupling driving
waveform was developed to diminish the induced voltage stress on
thin film transistor (TFT) backplane of EWDs [19]. For dealing with
the charge trapping phenomenon properly, an asymmetrical
alternating polarity driving waveform was proposed [20]. The
asymmetry in the driving energy is the difference between an
alternating polarity signal with symmetrical energy and a
common signal with variable DC voltage. The objective of the
asymmetrical driving energy was used to provide the consistent
electric field on EWDs with the alternating polarity method, so as to
obtain a faster response time and a higher reflectivity. In addition, it
was found that the oil film has a higher aperture ratio and a higher
reflectivity by applying driving voltage waveforms with different
rising gradients, which has the same final voltage on EWDs [21]. The
driving voltage gradient was proven to be useful in the microfluidic
behavior for electrowetting devices. When the voltage increased
slowly, the oil droplets hadmore time to coalesce or merge, and then
the oil splitting phenomena decreased. Although the voltage gradient
could improve the reflectivity of EWDs, the response time becomes
longer. Therefore, both reflectivity and response time should be
taken into account fully. Traditional driving waveforms often cause
oil dispersion, which affects the optical performance seriously and
reduces the aperture ratio greatly. Analysis of the oilmotion behavior
in the driving process is helpful to improve the performance
of EWDs.

In this study, the relationship among threshold voltage of oil
film rupture, luminance value, and response time was analyzed,
and a combined pulse waveform with rising gradient design was
proposed for improving the aperture ratio and optimizing the
display performance of EWDs.

PRINCIPLES

Display Principle of EWDs
Electrowetting refers to the electrical modulation of the interfacial
tension between a conducting liquid phase and a solid electrode
[22, 23]. It is a convenient method to actively control the contact
angle [24]. As shown in Figure 1, the structure of an EWD is
mainly composed of glass substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO),
hydrophobic insulator layer, pixel wall, colored oil, and water [25,
26]. The principle is based on the movement of colored oil across
a hydrophobic insulator [27].

Without driving voltage, the oil forms a continuous film
between the hydrophobic insulator and water. In this case, the
relationship of the interfacial tension in a three-phase system is
presented as Eq. 1.

cow + coi < cwi, (1)

where c is the interfacial tension, and o, w, and i denote oil, water,
and insulator, respectively. cow is the interfacial tension between
oil and water, coi is the interfacial tension between oil and the
hydrophobic insulator layer, and cwi is the interfacial tension
between water and the hydrophobic insulator layer.

The display principle of EWDs is presented in Figure 2. For a
pixel unit, the surface of the insulator layer is hydrophobic when no
driving voltage is applied. The oil covers the insulator layer and
absorbs the incident light, as shown in Figure 2A, and the pixel is
in a dark state. Figure 2C shows the top view of a pixel in colored
off-state. When driving voltage is applied on pixel electrodes, the
surface polarity of an insulator layer changes from hydrophobic to
hydrophilic, which leads to the change of interfacial tension. As
shown in Figure 2B, the oil would be pushed to corners of a pixel
by interfacial tension, and the underlying reflective layer would
reflect the incident light. Figure 2D is the top view when a pixel is
in white on-state. In this way, the optical switch is formed and the
monochromatic display of a pixel unit is realized [28].

Electro-optic Characteristics of EWDs
Electrowetting behavior is governed by the Lippmann–Young
equation for electrowetting in a three-phase system [29]. The
Lippmann–Young equation is defined as Eq. 2.

cos θ � cosα − 1
2

ε0εr
dcow

V2, (2)

where θ is a contact angle with the applied voltage, α is a contact angle
without the applied voltage, and ε0, εr , d, cow, and V are the vacuum
dielectric constant, dielectric permittivity, insulator layer thickness, oil/
water interface tension, and driving voltage, respectively. When no
driving voltage is applied, the oil film completely covers the
hydrophobic insulator layer, and the contact angle is close to zero,
that is, cosα ∼1. Then Eq. 2 can be reduced to Eq. 3.

cos θ � 1 − 1
2

ε0εr
dcow

V2. (3)

The aperture ratio is an important index to describe the
performance of EWDs, which refers to the percentage of white
area in the pixel when the driving voltage is applied. During oil
contraction, the aperture ratio is defined as Eq. 4.

WA%(V) � (1 − Soil
Spix

) × 100% (4)

where WA%(V) is the aperture ratio, Soil and Spix represent the
pixel area occupied by oil and total area of a pixel, respectively,
when driving voltage V is applied to EWDs. With the applied
driving voltage, Soil in a pixel in terms of contact angle θ can be
written as Eq. 5. Similarly, Soil can be written as Eq. 6 when no
driving voltage is applied.

FIGURE 1 | Pixel structure of EWDs. The optical stack consists of glass
substrate, indium tin oxide (ITO), hydrophobic insulator layer, pixel wall,
colored oil, and water.
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Soil(V) � πsin2θ(V) × ( Voil

1 − 3
2 cosθ(V) + 1

2 cos
3θ(V))

2
3

(5)

Soil � πsin2α × ( Voil

1 − 3
2 cosα + 1

2 cos
3α
)2

3

(6)

where Voil is the volume of colored oil. Substituting Eq. 5 and Eq.
6 in Eq. 4, the aperture ratio can be calculated theoretically, and
finally defined as Eq. 7.

WA%(V) � ⎛⎝1 − (sin2θ(V)
sin2α

)( 1 − 3
2 cosα + 1

2 cos
3α

1 − 3
2 cosθ(V) + 1

2 cos
3θ(V))

2
3⎞⎠

× 100%.

(7)

When the colored oil film in a pixel splits into small droplets,
the contact area between the oil and the hydrophobic insulator
layer becomes larger. For example, if a single droplet with
90°contact angle splits into two droplets, the whole area of the
two oil droplets occupied is

�
23

√
times that of the original one.

FIGURE 2 |Display principle of an EWD pixel. (A) A homogeneous oil film is present when no driving voltage is applied, and the pixel is in colored off-state. (B)When
a driving voltage is applied, oil is shrunk to a corner, and the pixel is in white on-state. (C) Top view of the pixel in colored off-state. (D) Top view of the pixel in white on-
state.

FIGURE 3 | Schematic diagram of different oil contraction patterns in an
EWD pixel; when an oil droplet splits into two droplets, the covered area
between the oil and the hydrophobic insulator layer becomes larger, although
the volume remains the same, that is, V1 � V2 + V3, S1 < S2 + S3.

FIGURE 4 | Charge trapping phenomenon of EWDs. When applying a
driving voltage, ions in the water move toward the insulator due to the
electrostatic force, and then the oil is pushed aside. Some ions move into the
insulator and become trapped. Even when removing the driving voltage,
the oil could not cover the entire hydrophobic layer.
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As shown in Figure 3 [21], S2 + S3 > S1, where S1 is the covered
area of the original oil droplet on the substrate, and S2 and S3 are
the covered area of two splitting oil droplets. Obviously, oil
pattern with less oil droplets covers less area on the substrate.
Oil contraction patterns in pixels is one of the important factors
that affect the aperture ratio of EWDs. Therefore, improving the
oil dispersion phenomenon in EWDs is one of the useful methods
to increase the aperture ratio of EWDs.

Charge Trapping Phenomenon of EWDs
The phenomenon of charge trapping exists in EWDs. The charge
trapping on the dielectric layer of EWDs can influence the
stability of display effect, resulting in slow response speed and
few gray scales [2]. Figure 4 illustrates the charge trapping
phenomenon in an EWD. When the driving voltage is
continuously applied to the pixel, ions in water move toward
the insulator by the electrostatic force, and then the colored oil
would be pushed away. In this process, some ions enter the
insulator and can be trapped. Even when removing the driving
voltage, the oil could not cover the whole hydrophobic layer. And
trapped ions must be discharged by waiting enough time or
applying a special driving waveform. Otherwise, the colored oil
cannot be completely spread out. Worse still, the charge trapping
can lead to the slow response speed of EWDs, which has serious
impact on the aperture ratio value.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION

Experimental Platform
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed driving
waveform, an optical experimental platform was built to measure
the aperture ratio of EWDs. As shown in Figure 5, the
experimental platform consisted of a GDS-3354 oscilloscope,
an AFG3052C function generator, an ATA-2022H amplifier,
an XTL-165 microscope, an Arges-45 colorimeter, and a
computer. Relevant equipment information is shown in

Table 1. The tested object was an EWD panel whose
parameters are listed in Table 2. The maximum voltage of the
texted EWD panel was 30 V. The detailed experimental
procedure was as follows.

First, the required driving waveform was edited by the
computer with ArbexPress software and sent to arbitrary
waveform generator by serial communication. Then the
required driving waveform was generated, which was amplified
by the power amplifier to drive the EWD. During the experiment,
the colorimeter was placed on the EWD panel, and the host
software of colorimeter collected luminance values of the
specified pixel in real time. In addition, the high-speed camera
captured the display state of the EWD by the microscope.

Driving Waveform Design
The aperture ratio of EWDs is seriously influenced by oil
dispersion and charge trapping. In order to improve the
aperture ratio and optimize the display stability of EWDs, a
combined pulse waveform with rising gradient design was
proposed. As shown in Figure 6, the proposed driving
waveform included two stages.

At the first stage, initial driving voltage was established by the
threshold voltage of oil film rupture (Vth), and a rising gradient
was designed to prevent oil from dispersing. Without driving
voltage, the oil is in a balanced state of natural spreading;
therefore, Vth needs to be applied to break the static balance.
In addition, a rising gradient from Vth to 30 V was introduced to
prevent the decrease of the aperture ratio caused by oil dispersion.
It gives the oil droplets more time to coalesce or merge with
adjacent oil droplets when the driving voltage increased slowly so
that the oil splitting phenomena could be decreased. The pixel
was supposed to reach a larger aperture ratio if the oil distribution
is stable. To remove the electric charge which is trapped in the
dielectric layer of EWDs, the pulse waveform was introduced at
the second stage. As the polarization phenomenon was avoided,
the oil splitting and movement could be controlled to achieve a
target aperture ratio. With the combination of the pulse
waveform, the stability of oil shrinkage could be maintained.

FIGURE 5 | Experimental platform for driving EWDs. ① Oscilloscope. ② Arbitrary waveform generator. ③ Power amplifier. ④ Microscope. ⑤ Colorimeter. ⑥
Computer.
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Threshold Voltage of Oil Film Rupture
The precise location of oil film rupture depends on the applied
voltage to EWDs. In order to confirm the threshold voltage of the oil
film rupture, a traditional DC voltage driving waveform was used to
drive the EWD panel. The driving voltage was increased by 1 V per
second from the initial voltage 0 V to the final voltage 30 V. During
the experiment, the aperture ratio was increased while the driving
voltage was increased gradually. As shown in Figure 7, the pixel in
colored off-state turned in to white on-state when the applied voltage
was increased from 0V to 30 V. The threshold voltage of oil film
rupture could be found by analyzing the relationship between the
brightness and the applied voltage with DC voltage driving.

As the DC voltage increased, there was a clear threshold with the
rupture of oil film. The results of the experiment showed that when the
voltage was above the threshold voltage, the brightness value increases
sharply. As the capillary force became dominant and the charge
distribution increase quickly at the three-phase contact line, the
optical response speed of EWDs was increased gradually. When the
driving voltage reached 15 V, the EWD began to response quickly, so
the threshold voltage of the oil film rupture was determined to be 15V.

Effects of Different Slopes on the Aperture
Ratio of EWDs
Driving waveforms with various slope values were applied to
study the influence of rising gradient driving waveforms on the
aperture ratio of EWDs. When the voltage was increased slowly,
oil droplets have more time to coalesce with adjacent oil droplets,
so it can effectively suppress the violent vibration of oil, which
would result in the oil splitting, and obtain a higher aperture ratio.
We applied different slopes to rising gradient driving waveforms
from 15 V to 30 V for observing the influence of rising gradient
waveforms with different slopes. Voltage rising speeds of 0.2 V/
ms, 0.4 V/ ms, 0.9 V/ ms, 1.4 V/ ms, and 2.0 V/ ms were tested in
this study. Figure 8 shows the schematic diagram of a driving
waveform with rising gradient design.

The luminance curve of EWDs driven by different slope rising
gradient driving waveforms is shown in Figure 9. And the
comparison of driving effects is listed in Table 3. The
experimental results showed that the response speed was
1.73 ms when the slope was 0.2 V/ s, whereas the response
speed was 0.96 ms when the slope was 0.4 V/ s; it was 0.77 ms

TABLE 1 | Experimental platform for testing EWDs.

Category Oscilloscope Arbitrary waveform
generator

Power amplifier Microscope Colorimeter Computer

Model GDS-3354 AFG3052C ATA-2022H XTL-165 Arges-45 M425
Country China United States China China Netherlands China
Manufacturer GuWei Tektronix Agitek Phenix Admesy Lenovo

TABLE 2 | Parameters of the EWD.

Panel size
(cm2)

Oil color Resolution Pixel size
(μm2)

Height of
pixels (μm)

ITO layer
(nm)

Hydrophobic layer
thickness (nm)

10 × 10 Magenta 320 × 240 150 × 150 18 2.5 800

FIGURE 6 | Schematic diagram of a combined pulse waveform with rising gradient design. The proposed driving waveform contained two stages. The first stage
was a rising gradient with slope from Vth to 30 V. The second stage was a pulse waveform with a suitable period.
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faster than the slope of 0.2 V/ ms. When the slope of the
waveform was 0.4 V/ ms, the mean square error of the
luminance value was smaller than that of other waveforms;
that is, the aperture ratio and oil state of EWDs were more
stable. Therefore, the rising gradient driving waveform with the
slope of 0.4 V/ s was selected in our driving waveform for EWDs.

Performance Testing of the Rising Gradient
Pulse Waveform
The charge trapping phenomenon of EWDs can cause oil backflow
and affect the stability of display directly. Therefore, at the end of the

0.4 V/ s rising gradient waveform, a pulse waveform was introduced
as the driving force to keep the aperture ratio stable. By adjusting the
period of the applied square waveform, the shape of oil contraction
was supposed to be maintained stable. Square waveforms with
periods of 5 ms, 15 ms, 25 ms, and 35ms were applied to the
EWD panel. The time-varying curve of the brightness of the
EWD driven by different periods is shown in Figure 10. And the
comparison of driving effect is listed in Table 4.

The experimental results showed that when the period of the
square waveform was 5 ms, the stale brightness value of the EWD
was 138.77, which was lower than that of other driving
waveforms, with periods of 15 ms, 25 ms, and 35 ms. However,

FIGURE 7 | Luminance–voltage curve of an EWD when it was driven by a DC voltage. The EWD began to respond quickly when the voltage was 15 V. The
threshold voltage of the oil film rupture was confirmed to be 15 V.

FIGURE 8 | Schematic diagram of a driving waveform with rising gradient design. The rising gradient waveform with slope from Vth to 30 V. Vth � 15 V.
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the mean square error of the stable luminance value was smaller
than that of other waveforms; that is, the aperture ratio and the
stability of oil were the best with the period of 5 ms.

In addition, the luminance–time curve of an EWD driven by four
different driving waveforms is shown in Figure 11, including the
traditional square waveform, the existing rising gradient driving

FIGURE 9 | Brightness–duration curve of an EWD when it was driven by different rising gradient driving waveforms. The 0.4 V/ ms slope driving waveform had the
most stable aperture ratio.

TABLE 3 | Driving effect comparison when different rising gradient driving
waveforms were used to drive EWDs.

Slope (V/ms) 0.2 0.4 0.9 1.4 2.0

Average (a.u.) 135.01 134.52 134.40 134.25 134.09
Standard deviation 0.48 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.45
Response time (ms) 1.73 0.96 0.58 0.58 0.77

FIGURE 10 | The brightness curve of an EWD driven by rising gradient pulse waveform at different periods. Square waveforms with periods of 5, 15, 25, and 35 ms
were applied to the EWD panel. The curve was relatively stable when the period was 5 ms.

TABLE 4 | Driving effect comparison when different period pulse waveforms were
used to drive EWDs.

Period (ms) 5 15 25 35

Average (a.u.) 138.77 139.35 139.50 139.71
Standard deviation 0.12 0.40 1.41 1.62
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waveform proposed by Zhang [21], the asymmetrical alternating
polarity driving waveform proposed by Chen [20], and the
proposed combined pulse waveform with rising gradient in this
study. It was proved that the proposed driving waveform
eliminated the oil dispersion phenomenon and inhibited oil
backflow effectively. It not only decreased oil splitting but also
avoided the polarization phenomenon. As listed in Table 5, the
average of the brightness value was 138.77, which was higher than
that of other three driving waveforms. Compared with the
asymmetrical alternating polarity driving waveform, the aperture
ratio was increased by 3.16%. Moreover, the mean square error of
the stable brightness value was 0.12; it wasmuch lower than that of the
other driving waveforms. The brightness standard deviation was
increased by 71.43% compared with the traditional square wave.
Hence, both the aperture ratio and the stability of oil were the best by
applying the proposed driving waveform. Therefore, the proposed
driving waveform in this study could effectively suppress the charge
trapping of EWDs and keep the state of oil film more stable.

CONCLUSION

In order to improve the aperture ratio and optimize the display
performance of EWDs, a combined pulse driving waveform with

rising gradient design was proposed in this study. It can
significantly reduce the influence of oil dispersion and charge
trapping in EWDs. Experimental results showed that EWD has a
higher aperture ratio than the former waveforms. The aperture
ratio was increased by 3.16%, and the stability was increased by
71.43%. It was proved that the proposed driving waveform can
control oil splitting and movement. It is helpful to realize a more
stable EWD and achieve target aperture.
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